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INTEGRITY (LOBBYISTS) BILL 2011 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 24 October. 
HON LJILJANNA RAVLICH (East Metropolitan) [12:36 pm]: I am just about at the point of concluding my 
remarks on the Integrity (Lobbyists) Bill 2011. The government has moved at a snail’s pace in the establishment 
of the lobbyists register. The government promised it would move quickly to legislate to register and monitor the 
activities of consultant lobbyists and I am certainly disappointed that that is not really what this bill is about. It 
falls way short of that. This bill is purely and simply about improving or promoting the public’s confidence in 
the activities of lobbyists. They are two quite separate things. As a result of the government’s lack of effort to do 
anything substantive on this issue, grey areas will continue to exist. From my point of view, this is a missed 
opportunity. It is clearly an issue about which the government was not serious. It made hay while the sun shone; 
the Liberal Party jumped on this issue when it was in opposition and made a set of commitments that it quite 
clearly had no intention to honour. Consequently, the bill here is far inferior to what it should be.  
I have learned over many years in this place that it is very difficult to legislate in opposition. Consequently, we 
accept this bill for what it is. It is the government’s bill and we will leave it at that. We will support the bill. I am 
interested to follow the debate. I understand that there are amendments on the supplementary notice paper. I have 
had a quick look at those amendments. Some have been put there by the government and a number of 
amendments have been put there by the Greens. We will work our way through them at the appropriate time.  

HON ALISON XAMON (East Metropolitan) [12:39 pm]: I rise on behalf of the Greens to speak on the 
Integrity (Lobbyists) Bill 2011. This bill is not the state’s first attempt to regulate lobbyists. On 20 March 2007, 
the then Labor government tabled a Contact with Lobbyists Code that instituted the Register of Lobbyists and 
established rules for contact between lobbyists and ministers and parliamentary secretaries as well as ministerial 
staff and other public sector employees. The purpose of the Register of Lobbyists was to provide information to 
the public and the government on who is engaging in lobbying activities with government and also whom 
lobbyists are representing in their dealings with government. However, the Greens are firmly of the view that the 
current regime is weak and that it has a number of significant problems. For starters, to date it is not authorised 
by statute and therefore has no legal authority, and importantly it does not impose any penalties in the event of a 
breach. Although lobbyists are compelled to disclose their clients’ identities to the public, their activities can 
remain secret. Although the register currently lists, as I understand it, just 98 lobbyists or organisations, it is 
understood there are many more involved in lobbying activities that potentially would be captured if we were to 
have a broader definition of lobbyist.  
The Integrity (Lobbyists) Bill 2011 is the government’s attempt to improve our existing regulatory regime and to 
appropriately regulate lobbyist activity. I note, as has already been noted by others, that this was an election 
promise made by the government: the Liberal Party would introduce legislation within its first 100 days of 
government to strengthen the lobbyist register and to register and monitor the activities of consultant lobbyists. I 
have spoken in this place before about the various legislative agendas that were proposed within that 100-day 
time frame. Clearly, it was unrealistic in terms of what was proposed to be achieved. I have already stated that 
much of the legislation, such as the fixing of electoral terms, which was proposed to be undertaken within the 
first 100 days, did not need to be undertaken within the first 100 days. So, I do not think the delay was a problem 
because, in that sense, the time frame would have made no difference. It is much more important that we get the 
legislation right rather than rushing something through when the timing of its implementation is not a concern. If 
the government were serious about wanting to deal with the issue of lobbyists, this legislation is probably one of 
those bills that would have benefited from earlier attention, especially considering that four years have passed 
without anything being done to address the inadequate lobbyist register that we now have in existence. To 
address this election promise so late in the electoral cycle shows a degree of disingenuousness by this 
government, especially considering that it took until November 2011—long after the expiry of that promised 
100-day period—for this bill to be introduced in the other place, and even then it languished for quite some time.  

The principal objective of the bill is to promote and enhance public confidence in the transparency, integrity and 
honesty of dealings between government representatives and people who undertake lobbying on behalf of others. 
When my colleague Hon Giz Watson asked about the delay in the introduction of this legislation, the 
government, in answer to question on notice 1708, told the house that the delay had been caused by the complex 
nature of the legislation. The government also told the house that it took its time to develop the legislation and 
carefully consider lobbyist arrangements in other jurisdictions. Although the Greens generally support the stated 
broad objective of the bill, as I just read out, we cannot see evidence in this bill of the extensive consultation and 
consideration that the government referred to in answer to the question on notice, which supposedly led to such a 
delay in the introduction of this bill. Instead, the Greens are firmly of the view that this bill does nothing more 
than enshrine in legislation the existing lobbyist regulatory regime, which we have already indicated is highly 
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inadequate anyway. I note also that the Greens are not alone in this observation—and I do not know how to 
pronounce his surname so I feel terrible about this; but Joe — 
Hon Norman Moore: Poprzeczny.  

Hon ALISON XAMON: Thank you, minister. I feel embarrassed that I do not know how to pronounce it. I note 
that when he reviewed the bill in December 2011, he stated in Business News on 7 December 2011 that the 
bill — 

… doesn’t inspire confidence that WA’s lobbying sector will see improvement over its present 
imperfect features. 

It is significant that apparently even sectors in the lobbying industry agree with the Greens’ concerns. After the 
bill was introduced in November last year, Paul Everingham, a former state director of the Liberal Party and 
managing director of lobbying firm GRA Everingham, said that his company had no problem with the bill as it 
merely enshrines in law what is currently in legislation. These comments were found in The West Australian on 
11 November 2011 in an article entitled, “State lobby laws ‘miss the mark’”. 

We know that the existing regime that was set up by the former Australian Labor Party government is deficient, 
and I suspect that this government knows this as well. Regrettably, clandestine lobbying continues in WA today. 
This came to light in May this year when we had media coverage of the Premier’s so-called supper club 
meetings and it was revealed that millionaire businessmen, property developers and large firms were paying 
$25 000 to be members of the Liberal Party leaders’ forum. It became public knowledge that for $25 000 these 
members get exclusive access to the Premier and his ministers at forum events, which occur every two months. 
This is the kind of access that most Western Australians could only dream about. I remember making a sarcastic 
comment at the time that for every business head the Premier met with for $25 000, perhaps he would consider 
meeting with a non-government organisation for 25c! Of course, I do not believe that access to a minister should 
ever have a price tag attached. My point was that I do not think it is very helpful when decision-makers are 
receiving perhaps only one side of the story of what is going on in this state.  

One of the principal problems with this revelation is that we did not know about it. Although there are serious 
questions to be answered as to the appropriateness of allowing access to members of the executive for the 
purpose of filling party coffers, the fact that it was not a transparent process is a key concern. With that lack of 
transparency there are real concerns about the potential risk of corruption in a general sense. Whether that 
concern is warranted or not, clandestine lobbying fuels within the general public adverse perceptions about 
lobbying. We cannot continue to patronise Western Australians by keeping lobbyists’ activities secret and 
demanding that they blindly trust government officials to do the right thing. The Greens are very much of the 
view that the Western Australian public is entitled to know who can get access to the Premier and other 
government representatives, and the circumstances of such access. This bill should have been our opportunity to 
make real improvements on the transparency of government decision making and to ensure that all persons, 
regardless of economic status or how much money they have, are afforded an opportunity to participate. On that 
basis, in its current form, this Integrity (Lobbyists) Bill in front of us is a missed opportunity. The bill’s proposed 
statutory regime, as it is, lags well behind those in countries such as Canada and even the United States in the 
regulation of lobbying activities. I also note that it is out of step with the international Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development reports and guidelines for transparency and integrity in lobbying. Indeed, in many 
respects, the minimum requirements, as stipulated in this bill, will not be even as strong as the already very weak 
regulatory system that is in place, so I think we have a real problem. Instead, this bill makes a mockery of the 
importance of lobbyist regulation. It is too narrowly focused, as was discussed extensively in the other place, and 
the Greens share a lot of those concerns. It fails to capture or even fairly regulate the activities of all lobbyists.  

It does not provide for the adequate and timely disclosure of lobbying activities; it contains no real mechanisms 
for supervision or policing. Instead, it gives near unfettered discretion to the role of the Public Sector 
Commissioner, whoever may be filling the role at that point, to determine the scope of and administer the 
regulatory regime. It contains very few sanctions for breaches of its provisions, and it suggests, wrongly, to the 
Western Australian public that this government has taken real steps to improve the transparency of government 
decision making. As such, the Greens consider this bill to be nothing more than a ruse by government, and 
we have proposed a number of significant amendments to try to address the bill’s many deficiencies, the 
success of which would lead us to support this bill. However, we cannot and will not support the bill in its 
current form.  

I want to talk a little about lobbying in the WA democratic system. We know that lobbying is not a new 
phenomenon; it has long been part of the Western Australian democratic system and the Greens do not wish to 
remove lobbyists from the political arena. We recognise they have a legitimate role to play in our political 
system. We know that lobbyists often have specialised knowledge that is relevant and invaluable in policy 
making and that this knowledge can help to improve the quality of public policy by ensuring that the people who 
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are developing policy are informed and cognisant of the consequences of a variety of available options. 
Lobbyists also often have an understanding of how to navigate complex parliamentary processes and, as such, 
we recognise that such understanding may make lobbyists well placed to assist persons or organisations to voice 
their opinions to government or Parliament and, hence, to also be part of the policy-making process. There is a 
really important role for lobbyists to play within our democratic system. I think this is something that is 
recognised internationally and certainly by the Greens. However, democracy also thrives on government being 
transparent and open. When lobbying activities are not transparent, that can undermine public confidence in the 
decision-making process and its results.  
In February 2010, the public governance committee of the OECD council approved the OECD recommendation 
on principles for  transparency and integrity in lobbying. These principles were the first international policy 
instrument to provide guidance for policymakers on how to promote good governance principles in lobbying. 
Principle 1 states — 

I. Building an effective and fair framework for openness and access  
1. Countries should provide a level playing field by granting all stakeholders fair and equitable 
access to the development and implementation of public policies.  

It is effectively saying that public officials should preserve the benefits of the free flow of information and 
facilitate public engagement. Gaining balanced perspectives on issues leads to informed policy debate and 
formulation of effective policies. Allowing all stakeholders, from the private sector and the public at large, fair 
and equitable access to participate in the development of public policies is crucial to protect the integrity of 
decisions and to safeguard the public interest by counterbalancing vocal vested interests. To foster citizens’ trust 
in public decision making, public officials should promote fair and equitable representation of business and 
societal interests. This principle refers to the importance of creating, firstly, a level playing field, and, secondly, 
fair and equitable access for all stakeholders. These two principles should be guiding our legislative lobbying 
regulatory regime. These principles should be within this legislation, because to guarantee fair and equitable 
government access for all stakeholders we need transparency in government. We have to know who is engaged 
in the lobbying process and on whose behalf and, importantly, for what purpose. I am fairly new to this place. 
However, my parliamentary colleagues are not—certainly Hon Giz Watson is not. Members who have been here 
longer than I have will know that the Greens have long been advocating for the regulation of lobbyists in order to 
improve transparency in government and related bodies. In fact, it is one of those core issues of governance that 
preoccupies much of what we stand for. We see better regulation of lobbyists as a crucial step to achieving a 
more open and honest government that allows for all people to be directly involved in the economic and political 
decisions that affect our lives.  
We would support a bill that creates a truly comprehensive lobbyist regulatory regime because we think that 
would increase the transparency of government and of the WA political process. But, regrettably, this bill does 
not come close to reaching that mark. This is why I had to put so many amendments on the supplementary notice 
paper. We are hoping to address that. In terms of the scope of the bill as it stands, the regulatory regime this bill 
will create is wholly inadequate. It amounts to, as I say, nothing more than a ruse as far as we are concerned. We 
are very concerned not to be party to any suggestion that lobbyists will be appropriately regulated when we do 
not believe that is the case. We will not allow Western Australians to think that this has actually been addressed 
when we do not believe it has been.  
The Greens take particular issue with the scope of the bill, which at present covers only third party guns for hire. 
The bill prohibits persons in the business of lobbying from lobbying on behalf of a third party unless that person 
is accredited as a lobbyist, or, in the terminology of the bill, is a registered advocate to government. The bill 
specifically excludes non-profit organisations, organisations constituted to represent the interests of their 
members and persons engaged as employees or contractors of such organisations who lobby for the purpose of 
representing the interests of the organisation’s members. The bill gives trade unions and the Law Society as 
examples of that, and businesses that principally carry on a technical or professional occupation or persons who 
provide technical or professional services as part of such a business in which lobbying is occasionally incidental 
to the provision of the service. The bill specifies engineering, accountancy, town planning, medicine or law, in-
house lobbyists employed to undertake lobbying for the purpose of representing the interests of the employer or 
a related body corporate and members of trade delegations visiting WA. 

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm 
Hon ALISON XAMON: The bill also permits additional persons, or members of classes of persons or bodies to 
be excluded by regulation. Before the break, I listed all the lobbyists excluded from this so-called lobbyists’ 
legislation; frankly, what we are left with is quite ridiculous, because the bill does not cover the majority of 
people who currently undertake lobbying activities in this state. We know from the debate in the other place that 
it was apparently never the government’s intention to create a robust regulatory regime and I note that during 
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that debate the Premier insisted that the bill was only about the group of lobbyists referred to as “guns for hire”. I 
also note that the Premier argued that this narrow approach to regulation is entirely appropriate. He stated in the 
second reading speech that — 

Sufficient transparency already exists as to whose interests they — 
That is, all types of interest groups, non-profit organisations, in-house lawyers or professionals such as architects 
or engineers — 

are representing, and any lobbying that professional service providers do is incidental to their core 
business. 

I would like to contrast that position with that of one of my federal colleagues, Senator Rhiannon, who wrote a 
dissenting report in a commonwealth Senate inquiry into the operation of the Lobbying Code of Conduct and the 
Register of Lobbyists in March. She noted that — 

While Ministers might know who is being represented when in-house lobbyists meet with them, the 
public remains blind to what goes on behind closed doors … 

The need for a broader regulation of lobbyists has been recognised in a number of other contexts. For example, 
the New South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption produced a report from its investigation into 
corruption risks involved in lobbying in November 2010. The commission took the view that all lobbying, 
whether by third parties or so-called guns for hire or by in-house lobbyists, should be regulated to enhance public 
access to information and to reduce public suspicion surrounding the influence of lobbying activities. 
The Queensland Integrity Commissioner, in a speech at the Australian Public Sector Anti-Corruption Conference 
2011, commented that — 

… we have not tried to establish a level playing field in our regulation of lobbyists. —  
As is required under Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development principles — 

We have deliberately adopted a very narrow definition that is concerned only to require the relatively 
small number of professional third party lobbyists to register their names, their clients and some other 
details. 

I think I should point out to the house that in the context of that speech, those comments were not intended as a 
compliment. 

In an article about lobbying that recently appeared on the website of the Center for Public Integrity, M.B. Pell 
observed — 

In Australia … the — 
Federal — 

registry provides a woefully incomplete picture in that only organizations that hire an outside firm are 
required to report. All in-house lobbying activity slips through the cracks. 

I note also that it was stated in an article by Daniel Emerson that appeared in The West Australian on 30 
August — 

A look at the register of lobbyists reveals many of Perth’s big fish are not caught in its net. 
He remarks on a number of influence peddlers who have strong links with government but who are currently free 
to lobby without restraint. He notes — 

Perth’s heavy hitters will continue to mingle freely with the Government long after the Integrity Bill 
passes Parliament. 

That is unless, of course, the amendments put forward by the Greens are agreed to! 
In a discussion paper titled “The Lobbying Code of Conduct: An Appraisal”, politics and international relations 
professor John Warhurst, in reference to the commonwealth code, noted that — 

… the code is timid and narrow. The exclusions … are very serious. Third party lobbyists are only one 
element of the whole lobbying industry. 

Again, that was also a submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Finance and Public Administration 
inquiry into the Lobbying Code of Conduct. 

Canadian statistics from August 2012 illustrate the incompleteness of any regulatory regime that excludes in-
house lobbyists, as this bill does. Statistics show that just under 15 per cent of active lobbyists registered under 
the more holistic Canadian scheme are consultant third party lobbyists. That is indicative of the sorts of numbers 
we are talking about here. As it is, the Public Sector Commissioner will have power over only a tiny proportion 
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of Western Australian lobbyists, while the rest will be able to continue to interact with government 
representatives behind closed doors, free from scrutiny. I ask: how can we hold this bill up as a lobbyist 
regulatory regime when it will capture only a very small proportion of lobbying and lobbyists? The Greens 
consider it absolutely essential that we amend this bill to delete the exemption for employed lobbyists, and to 
amend the definition of “lobbyists” to include both consultant and in-house lobbyists. 
I will make a few comments about technical consultants. They are also excluded from the definition of lobbyists 
in this bill, and in relation to these exemptions, the Public Relations Institute of Australia chief executive officer 
Jon Bisset commented in a letter to Premier Barnett that — 

Lobbying registration requirements in several other jurisdictions have created artificial distinctions 
between third-party ‘lobbyists’ and ‘technical consultants.’ 

That means that in other jurisdictions these distinctions allow lawyers, tax accountants and town planners to 
carry out lobbying activities without transparency or accountability. It would appear that we are carrying over 
that lack of transparency with the Integrity (Lobbyists) Bill 2011.  

In its submission to the government in January this year, the Public Relations Institute of Australia suggested 
that clause 9(d) and (e) of this bill are likely to cause very similar issues in Western Australia. In Queensland, the 
Integrity Commissioner recently recommended that a similar exemption in the Queensland Integrity Act be 
deleted. I think we are going in entirely the wrong direction, if others are looking at wanting to tighten their 
legislation up. The Integrity Commissioner in that instance noted that this terminology is open to a variety of 
different interpretations, and has been relied upon by professionals seeking to avoid registration as lobbyists 
under the equivalent Queensland act. The Queensland parliamentary Finance and Administration Committee 
adopted this recommendation on the basis that it is sensible and will add to the effectiveness of the act in its 
objectives of encouraging confidence in public institutions and ensuring that lobbying is conducted in 
accordance with public expectations of transparency and integrity. The Greens (WA) would certainly agree with 
the commissioner’s conclusions, and we remain very concerned about these exemptions in the bill before us 
today. 

The list of technical consultants is not exhaustive. I note clause 9(d) states — 

(such as engineering, accountancy, town planning, medicine or law) … 

And it is left up to the Public Sector Commissioner to decide whether lobbying is occasional only, and incidental 
to the provision of their technical or professional services. The Greens will propose an amendment to try to bring 
some clarity to these provisions and close the loophole that the government has, in effect, created for technical 
consultants, and which has proven to be such a problem in other jurisdictions that they are now trying to clean it 
up. If this exemption were to remain, I think it would be yet another example of this government’s lack of 
commitment to creating a strong lobbyist regime in WA in which people can have confidence. I do not think our 
history in this area in this state is particularly good, and I think the WA public expects it to be done better.  

I turn to some of the terminology in the bill. It is crucial that an effective legislative regulatory regime employs 
clear and consistent language, so that any confusion that might arise in the interpretation of and compliance with 
it is minimised. Developing appropriate definitions and terminology can be particularly problematic in the realm 
of lobbying regulation. In 2004, the Irish Institute of Public Administration published a report entitled 
“Regulation of Lobbyists in Developed Countries: Current Rules and Practices”. Referring to a survey of 
lobbyist regulation around the world, it observed that — 

Defining lobbyists is fraught with difficulties. 

And — 

Defining lobbyists has been a significant stumbling block to formal regulation. 

In recognition of these difficulties, principle 4 of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s 
principles for transparency and integrity in lobbying states — 

Definitions of ‘lobbying’ and ‘lobbyists’ should be robust, comprehensive and sufficiently explicit to 
avoid misinterpretation and to prevent loopholes. 

And — 

Definitions should also clearly specify the type of communications with public officials that are not 
considered ‘lobbying’ under the rules and guidelines. 

That principle emphasises the importance of very clear and consistent language, but, regrettably, this bill has 
failed on that front also. 
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The bill establishes two classes of lobbyists: a registrant, who is registered on the register; and a registered 
advocate to government, who is listed in the register in respect of a registrant. This terminology does not appear 
in the legislation of other jurisdictions, such as the New South Wales Lobbying of Government Officials Act, the 
Queensland Integrity Act or the Canadian Lobbying Act 2008, which I will be referring to a fair bit because it is 
understood to be some of the best practice around lobbying activities in the world. Instead, this bill looks to add 
little to the operation of the regime. I am happy to ask this during Committee of the Whole, but perhaps the 
government can enlighten me on why it considered this distinction necessary and, importantly, what it adds to 
this bill. 

As I have already indicated, the bill uses new terminology to refer to those third party consultant lobbyists—the 
so-called “hired guns”—that it regulates. Rather than lobbyists, these persons are now called registered 
advocates to government. In the other place the Premier indicated he had deliberately used the term “registered 
advocate to government” to restore some integrity and standards to an industry that has developed a poor 
reputation. However, as with much of the efforts in relation to this bill, the government has made only a half-
hearted attempt to restore the reputation of lobbyists through the use of this new terminology, because the long 
and short titles of the bill refer to lobbyists, and state that the intention of the bill is to create a regulatory regime 
for lobbyists. Recent media coverage, as well as debate in the other place and now debate in this place, has 
included repeated reference to “lobbyists”, which people understand. The stated government goal of creating a 
new status for lobbyists as registered advocates to government is undermined by the lobbyist terminology being 
used elsewhere in the bill.  

As I have already said, the Greens recognise that lobbying activities are legitimate in and of themselves, even 
though it is acknowledged that those activities have been, sadly, badly tarnished given their history in this state. 
As I say, we believe that lobbying activities, as such, are a core part of the democratic process. If the government 
also believes in the legitimacy of the lobbying industry, I do not think it should be trying to shy away from that 
terminology. I think we need to call things what they are, rather than create new terminology that could only be 
confusing. It would be worthwhile to implement a regime that stringently reflects the expectations the public 
genuinely has of lobbyist activity, and in doing so we could also perhaps reclaim the word “lobbyist”, which is 
not such a tarnished word in other parts of the world. We cannot improve the reputation of the lobbying industry 
simply by creating a new terminology for what is a poorly drafted and inadequate bill. If we really want to help 
things, we need to make sure that we have a comprehensive regulatory regime that facilitates a change in the 
way the lobbying industry operates, and, consequently, the respect that lobbyists command in this state. At 
present this bill fails to do that. 

I refer again to OECD principle 4, which recommends that — 

Definitions of ‘lobbying’ and ‘lobbyists’ should be robust, comprehensive and sufficiently explicit to 
avoid misinterpretation and to prevent loopholes. 

The accompanying commentary for OECD principle 4 requires that the definition of lobbying activities 
should — 

… provide a level playing field for interest groups, whether business or not-for-profit entities, which 
aim to influence public decisions. 

This principle recognises that lobbyists, the community, and the Public Sector Commissioner as the regulator of 
the regime, are entitled to guidance on what constitutes lobbying. Unfortunately, the definition of “lobbying” in 
clause 4 is far from robust. Clause 4 is focused almost exclusively on defining what lobbying is not, rather than 
providing clear guidelines on what it is. For a positive definition of lobbying, a person has to look at clause 3, 
where “communicate” and “State government decision-making” are defined. I think these examples are simply 
further indicators of the drafting deficiencies of the bill. In the other place the Premier himself went so far as to 
acknowledge the generality of this clause but was content to leave it to the role of the Public Sector 
Commissioner to clarify any grey areas in the definition. The Greens believe that from a legislative perspective 
this is completely inappropriate, if not downright irresponsible, in terms of an approach to the creation of what 
we think is actually very important legislation. We need to be striving to create clear guidance on what 
constitutes lobbying so as to avoid misinterpretation and confusion, particularly amongst lobbyists themselves. 
We should also avoid creating large loopholes that undermine the intention and purpose of this regulatory 
regime. We should certainly not simply palm off complicated questions of what is and what is not lobbying to 
the current and any future Public Sector Commissioner to interpret. 

I want to make some comments about the role of the Public Sector Commissioner as well. The implementation 
of successful provisions on lobbyists is going to require strong, independent oversight. Under this bill, the Public 
Sector Commissioner is to act as regulator for the small group of lobbyists that the bill captures. The bill gives 
the commissioner incredibly broad regulatory powers. In so doing, the government has left most of the detail of 
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the proposed regulatory regime unwritten. The Greens are concerned that this is simply being left to the Public 
Sector Commissioner to determine. That is not to suggest that the current commissioner or any future 
commissioner for that matter may not create an excellent regulatory regime; they may well do. However, in 
terms of passing this legislation, this bill cannot guarantee that. As a result, lobbyists are left unsure of what the 
regime will require of them and the community cannot know how far this bill will go to ensure integrity in 
government decision making. To allow that level of uncertainty, in terms of passing a bill in that form, is 
completely inappropriate.  

I am going to address a number of key concerns of the Greens in relation to the commissioner’s powers as 
prescribed in this legislation. The bill requires that the commissioner establish and maintain a register of 
lobbyists. This register is central to the regulatory regime that this bill will create. Lobbyists will be able to carry 
out lobbying activities only when they have been listed on the register. The bill also grants the power to the 
Public Sector Commissioner to decide all matters relating to or connected with registration and listing under the 
bill, including, under clause 15, whether to register and the conditions of registration, and when and upon which 
grounds registration is to be suspended, cancelled or removed. I note that the second reading speech states about 
registration — 

It is expected that this will be determined on an applicant’s statutory declaration as to past criminal 
convictions, and accreditation will be based on a fit-and-proper test.  

However, the bill does not prescribe any procedures that the commissioner must follow in doing this, neither 
does the bill include any provisions to ensure that applicants are going to be afforded procedural fairness in 
relation to an application for registration. Instead, applicants will have to rely entirely on the general rules of 
procedural fairness. The Greens are uncomfortable with a bill that leaves important decisions about the operation 
of this regime entirely at the discretion of this commissioner and any future commissioner. We question how the 
government can make any claims about how the regime will operate or what it will achieve now and into the 
future when crucial operational decisions have been left out of the legislation. Consequently, we are proposing 
amendments that set out the procedure for making registration decisions and also for notifying an applicant.  

In relation to the commissioner’s powers of investigation as prescribed by this bill, the Greens consider it 
appropriate that the commissioner should have investigatory powers in relation to the operation of the regime. 
We believe that such powers are likely to aid the commissioner in making decisions on registration as well as on 
the listing and suspension of lobbyists under the act. The commissioner may also be uniquely positioned to 
report to the Parliament on the operation of the regulatory regime and recommend any areas that may require 
change. However, these powers should not be freely available to the commissioner, so we will also propose 
amendments that detail the powers of the Public Sector Commissioner in any investigation and that require the 
commissioner to table a report on any investigation or other matter to both houses of Parliament. We think that is 
an appropriate and necessary oversight.  
The bill also does not include any express right to appeal any decisions of the Public Sector Commissioner on 
the suspension or cancellation of a lobbyist’s registration or any other decision that is made under this proposed 
legislation. Instead, the government has relied entirely on a common law right of any person who is aggrieved by 
a decision of the Public Sector Commissioner to seek judicial review by the Supreme Court. We believe that it 
would only be fair to ensure that lobbyists have an express right to appeal decisions of the commissioner. We 
believe this would improve the independence and transparency of the regulatory regime and also ensure due 
process for all lobbyists, or at least the lobbyists captured by this legislation at the moment. In the other place, 
again, it would appear that the Premier was unwilling to concede members’ concerns on this point. It would 
appear from debate in the other place that it was determined that it was appropriate to leave the commissioner’s 
powers largely unchecked. In fact, reading from Hansard, I note that the Premier said — 

If someone feels aggrieved by the way their registration is shown, they can go to the Public Sector 
Commissioner and make their point, which he may or may not accept. But the decision of the Public 
Sector Commissioner is final; there is no appeal to his decision. 

The Greens are very concerned about this response. We do not think that is an appropriate response. 
Consequently, we are going to propose an amendment that incorporates a right of appeal to the State 
Administrative Tribunal.  

I am going to move now to the content of the register, which again is a matter that is left largely to the discretion 
of the Public Sector Commissioner. Principle 5 of the OECD principles for transparency and integrity in 
lobbying states — 

Countries should provide an adequate degree of transparency to ensure that public officials, citizens and 
businesses can obtain sufficient information on lobbying activities. 

OECD principle 6 states — 
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Countries should enable stakeholders—including civil society organisations, businesses, the media and 
the general public—to scrutinise lobbying activities. 

In light of that, when the Labor government introduced the lobbyist code in 2007 it specifically recognised that it 
was minimalist in its approach, both to the lobbyists it sought to regulate and in terms of the information 
requirements in the register. This was pretty much at odds with both of those principles articulated by the OECD. 
Despite the rhetoric of this government about how it was going to make significant improvements to lobbyist 
regulation, I have got to say that this bill completely fails to strengthen or significantly improve the minimalist 
requirements of the wholly inadequate 2007 register. Clause 10(2)(a) requires the Public Sector Commissioner to 
establish a register that records information relating to registrants and registered advocates. However, the 
inclusion of any other information is entirely at the discretion of the commissioner under clause 10(2)(b). Again, 
we feel that this is not an appropriate provision to put in legislation such as this—to leave it entirely 
discretionary. It may be excellent, as it turns out, under the current Public Sector Commissioner, or a future 
Public Sector Commissioner may weaken it considerably. We do not believe that discretion should be exercised 
in that manner. We think it is wholly inappropriate that there is no provision in the Integrity (Lobbyists) Bill 
2011 to require, for example, the inclusion of the detailed lobbying activities such as the specific issue of 
interest, when the lobbying took place and the name of the party, as exists in other jurisdictions. By contrast, in 
Canada, which has one of the best lobbyists registers in the world, consultants are required to submit monthly 
communication reports with details of who they met, the date of the meeting and the general subjects that were 
covered. In New South Wales, because property development is viewed as a high-risk area for corruption—there 
has been a shameful history of that in that state—from 1 July 2011 a new protocol managing contacts between 
the staff of the Department of Planning and Infrastructure and registered lobbyists about specific planning 
proposals and/or development matters took effect. Under that protocol, registered lobbyists need to request a 
meeting in writing using a prescribed format, which is available from the New South Wales Department for 
Planning and Infrastructure’s website. Following a meeting, the department has to publish a record of the contact 
on its website within 10 days. That public record will show the project, the registered lobbyist, the organisation 
represented, the date of the meeting, the subject matter and the meeting’s outcome. The Greens recognise the 
burden that a stringent reporting mechanism may have on some small entities that currently undertake lobbying 
activities. At worst, that may compromise their ability to present their case to a government representative. 
However, if this bill is to improve transparency and government decision making in accordance with the 
principal objective of the bill as stated and provide an avenue for the public to scrutinise government decisions, 
more comprehensive disclosure of lobbying activities will be required. To address this I will move an 
amendment to require all lobbyists to file quarterly returns within 15 days at the end of each quarter, including 
specific details of the instances of lobbying; the name of the government or legislative representative who was 
the object of the communication; the date of the communication; the particulars, including any prescribed 
particulars to identify the subject matter of the communication; and any other information that is prescribed. I 
will propose a complementary amendment requiring that the commissioner include all the information provided 
to the commissioner in returns on the register. 

The availability of the register was also the subject of some discussion in the other place. The bill requires that 
the commissioner make the register publicly available and free of charge in any way the commissioner considers 
appropriate. However, the bill does not prescribe the form the register must take and how it will be accessible to 
the public. This is another example of this government’s desire to invest substantial executive power in the 
Public Sector Commissioner. The Greens believe this is an unhelpful oversight that we think needs to be 
corrected to ensure that the register is easily accessible to all, and we will propose an amendment to that effect. 

The bill permits, but does not require, the Public Sector Commissioner to issue a code of conduct for lobbyists 
and consulting persons who are considered desirable and practicable to consult with. The Greens believe it is 
essential that lobbyists be required to comply with the code of conduct as a condition of their inclusion on the 
lobbyist register. Ideally, the bill would include a code of conduct for lobbyists similar to the Canadian bill, 
which I have already said is world’s best practice. This code sets out the important overarching principles that 
govern the code, which is about integrity, honesty, openness and professionalism, and sets out eight rules under 
the categories of transparency, confidentiality and conflict of interest. The Greens also believe it is important to 
include an ongoing professional education requirement on the state lobbyist register. This will go some way 
towards improving the status and reputation of the lobbying industry, if that is what people are trying to do. We 
will move an amendment to this effect, which will be the inclusion of a new schedule. However, at the very 
least, the bill must be amended to require the Public Sector Commissioner to issue a code of conduct. We believe 
that the current wording is utterly inappropriate and would prefer to see a code of conduct enshrined in the 
legislation or, at the very least, the Public Sector Commissioner should be required to ensure that a code of 
conduct is in place. The bill again fails to set out the procedure for making a complaint about an alleged breach 
of the code of conduct, should one eventuate. It simply specifies that the commissioner may take into account 
breaches that the commissioner is satisfied have occurred. 
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The Greens looked at many alternatives that could be incorporated within the bill, specifically the degree to 
which this bill could be extended to include all members of Parliament—I would feel comfortable being covered 
by it—as well as the establishment of a commissioner of lobbying. I have already highlighted some of the many 
failings of this bill and the enormous distance between the regime that it creates and the kind of regulatory 
regime that the Greens and, I believe, the general public would like to see. We think this bill makes a mockery of 
the importance of the regulation of lobbyists. It implies that the government is fulfilling its election promise to 
monitor the activities of lobbyists and restore integrity to government decision making when the reality is that it 
targets only a very small discrete portion of WA lobbyists and restricts their ability to interact with government 
decision makers in principle only. As a result, we believe that the bill can be significantly improved in many 
ways. 
Ideally, the Greens would like to see a lobbyist regime that extends to the regulation of communications between 
lobbyists and all members of Parliament, including me, and also local government. If we look to other 
jurisdictions, Queensland’s Integrity Act 2009 already regulates lobbyists of local government. However, like 
this bill, the Queensland act does not regulate all members of Parliament. In October 2011 the Queensland 
government put out an issues paper seeking a review of the Integrity Act. That review sought opinions on how 
the lobbyist provisions were working in practice. In his response in November 2011, the Queensland Integrity 
Commissioner submitted that there was a clear public interest in regulating the lobbying of all members of 
Parliament. The commissioner noted that parliamentarians in Australia can and do influence the shape of 
legislation in many ways, particularly in states like WA where the government might not have a majority in this 
place—in this Parliament it does not—and many members of Parliament may be lobbied to influence legislative 
or policy outcomes, which is not currently open to public scrutiny. Instead, the public is largely kept in the dark 
about our activities. I note also that Mr Jon Bisset, the CEO of the Public Relations Institute of Australia, 
expressed a very similar view on the WA bill to the Premier in February 2012. 

The Greens think that extending the reach of the lobbyists’ regulatory regime would appropriately recognise the 
role all members of Parliament can and do play in influencing the passage of bills. It would also ensure that 
Western Australia is at the forefront of lobbyist regulation around the country and the world. Unfortunately, I 
will not make any amendments along those lines because such amendments would be contrary to the purpose of 
the current bill and therefore would be likely ruled out of order. I sought advice on that.  

I also want to talk about the creation of an entirely independent commissioner of lobbying. The Public Sector 
Commissioner already administers the Register of Lobbyists, and the Greens acknowledge that the Public Sector 
Commissioner is a statutory officer independently accountable to this Parliament. We consider Public Sector 
Commissioner management and oversight of the lobbying regulatory regime to be far preferable to a regulatory 
scheme that is monitored and enforced entirely by the executive. However, the detail that the bill provides is 
incredibly limited and does little to change the existing arrangements. By contrast, if we were to establish a 
commissioner of lobbying, they could focus exclusively on the regulation of the lobbying industry. The functions 
of such an office could include maintenance of the register, as well as compliance, prevention and education 
work. The office of a commissioner of lobbying could be specifically adapted to deal with the regulation of a 
diverse range of lobbyists, including in-house or consultant lobbyists—basically all sorts of lobbyists—and to 
oversee the interaction of government representatives, members of Parliament and members of local 
government. I note that the value of this type of office has been recognised in a number of reports. For example, 
in the New South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption report “Investigation into Corruption 
Risks Involved in Lobbying”, recommendation 9 was that an independent government entity maintain and 
monitor the New South Wales lobbyists register. The Independent Commission report found that the increased 
cost of a lobbying scheme monitored by an independent regulator in New South Wales would be modest. 

Returning to my federal parliamentary colleague Senator Rhiannon’s report of the commonwealth Senate inquiry 
into the operation of the lobbying code of conduct and the lobbyists register, my colleague also recommended 
that an office of a commissioner of lobbying be established at a federal level. Western Australia might also look 
to Canada as a working example of this. The Canadian Lobbying Act 2008 established the Office of the 
Commissioner of Lobbying, which is responsible for administering and monitoring compliance with the act. The 
commissioner is also empowered to conduct investigations when they have reason to believe, including on the 
basis of information received from a member of the Canadian Senate or House of Commons, that an 
investigation is necessary to ensure compliance with the code or the act. At present, Queensland also has an 
independent regulator, the Integrity Commissioner, who deals with its lobbying regulatory scheme. However, the 
Integrity Commissioner has other functions in the governance accountability area, so that position is not quite 
within the same scope as I am talking about in this case. 

If this bill were to establish a regulatory scheme that reached as far as the Greens would hope, we also would 
propose a provision for the collection of registration fees. A fee for registration would ensure that the Public 
Sector Commissioner or the commissioner for lobbying had sufficient resources to carry out their role 
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effectively. It also would mean that taxpayers would not have to bear the burden of the cost of the administration 
of this regime. It also could improve the status of lobbyists by bringing the industry in line with teachers and 
other professionals who currently are subject to regulation and have to wear a cost-recovery model through 
professional registration. However, the Greens recognise that increasing the liabilities for and obligations of 
lobbyists also limits access to government representatives for small and medium companies; meanwhile, large 
companies that can afford to bear the cost of regulation and potential penalties will barely be affected. 
Unfortunately, I am unable to propose amendments to create an entirely independent commissioner or to impose 
a registration fee, as they would have financial implications and are contrary to the role of this chamber. But I 
thought I would at least put on the record the sorts of improvements that the Greens would like to have seen. 
Clearly, we will not debate that during the committee stage.  

I will now talk about effective enforcement. In this respect, OECD principle 9 states that countries should 
involve key actors in implementing a coherent spectrum of strategies and practices to achieve compliance, 
including properly resourced monitoring and enforcement. It should come as little surprise that the provision for 
the scrutiny of lobbying activity in this bill is entirely inadequate, and there is little evidence of a properly 
resourced spectrum of monitoring and enforcement mechanisms. The bill imposes a $10 000 fine on lobbyists 
for carrying out lobbying activities without being listed on the register. The bill also imposes a fine of $10 000 
when a person, in providing information to the Public Sector Commissioner, gives information that the person 
knows to be false or misleading in a material particular; fails to give information that the person knows is 
materially relevant; or omits information without which any notification or information given or any document 
produced or any representation made is, to the person’s knowledge, false or misleading in a material particular. 
However, there is no criminal or civil liability for a breach of the code of conduct—if, indeed, we even have one; 
neither is any criminal or civil liability imposed for a breach of the prohibition on success fees, which I thought 
was meant to be a key part of this bill. By contrast, Canadian and US lobbying legislation provides really large 
fines and criminal penalties for those who breach those legislative provisions or the lobbyists code of conduct. 
The Greens believe that the fines in the bill need to be increased, or created if they are currently absent, if the 
regulatory regime is to be taken seriously by lobbyists. We also think that the Public Sector Commissioner must 
have the power to temporarily or permanently deregister lobbyists who fail to comply with any code of conduct, 
should one eventuate. We will propose amendments to these changes.  

In relation to success fees, the bill prohibits lobbyists from receiving success fees on the outcome of lobbying, 
and the Greens support the ban on success fees in the bill. A 2009 independent report produced by Synergies 
Economic Consulting Pty Ltd for the Queensland Department of the Premier and Cabinet titled “Public Benefit 
Test of Ban on Success Fees to Lobbyists” identified a number of significant benefits associated with the 
banning of success fees. These included reduced incentives for inappropriate lobbying conduct; increased public 
confidence in the contracting processes of government, as incentives to exert undue influence are removed; the 
creation of a more ethical lobbying industry by removing the incentive to use unethical methods to serve clients; 
and improved public perceptions of the neutrality of government when dealing with varying stakeholder interests 
by creating a more level playing field in policy making and politics. In a number of other jurisdictions both in 
Australia and internationally, a ban on success fees has been incorporated into their lobbying regulatory 
schemes. I note that Queensland also now has a prohibition on success fees. But in Queensland, a breach of the 
prohibition attracts a maximum penalty of 200 penalty units and, upon conviction under section 69 of that act, 
success fees are forfeited to the state. New South Wales also has recently legislated to create a ban on success 
fees, and that is dealt with in section 5 of the Lobbying of Government Officials Act. The breach of prohibition 
attracts a maximum of 500 penalty units for a corporation and 200 penalty units for an individual. Again, as is 
done in Queensland upon conviction under section 69 of that act, success fees are forfeited to the state unless the 
court otherwise orders.  

I also note that this act incorporates an exclusion for money received for the provision of professional services 
by a lawyer, accountant or financial adviser or another technical specialist. The Canadian legislation also 
prohibits success fees for consultant lobbyists, and a breach of prohibition is liable on summary conviction to a 
fine not exceeding $50 000. In the United States federally and in most states, there is also a ban on success fees. 
If we compare the prohibition of success fees under this bill with the equivalent ban in other jurisdictions, the 
gross inadequacy of the provisions becomes all too apparent. Under this bill, employers will continue to be 
permitted to make payments of bonuses to employees for work done in the course of their employment, whether 
lobbying or otherwise. Furthermore, no civil or criminal penalties will be imposed for breach of the ban on 
success fees. So, in effect, this means that payments received by in-house lobbyists will remain unregulated, and 
even registered lobbyists will be able to receive payments without fear of significant penalty. Therefore, so much 
for addressing that matter. 

The bill does impose some sanctions with respect to success fees, but these are of limited scope. The bill renders 
contract provisions that are in breach of the prohibition on success fees void and unenforceable. It also creates a 
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mechanism whereby the Treasurer can recover success fess paid under the provisions of a contract that is in 
breach of clause 21(1) and (2) or clause 22. However, the Greens (WA) are concerned about the limited reach of 
these provisions. Any recovery of a success fee will be subject to its suiting the Treasurer. More importantly, it 
seems that one-off or ongoing fees that are paid informally will not be affected. The Greens appreciate the 
administration and enforcement costs that a rigorous ban on success fees could attract. However, again, if we are 
serious about regulating lobbyists we must ensure that such regulation includes robust mechanisms to ensure 
compliance, and that is what this bill does not have. Consequently although in principle the Greens (WA) of 
course support the prohibition on success fees, this bill in no way goes far enough. I do not think that we can be 
at all satisfied that this issue has been addressed to the extent that it should be addressed. 

I turn now to the post-employment separation provision. This provision is a rare example in this bill of where the 
government has specified the nature of this new lobbying regime. The bill imposes only one restriction on the 
ability of a person to be registered as a lobbyist. That restriction is that a person cannot be registered under the 
bill as a lobbyist if the person was a member of either a Western Australian or commonwealth house of 
Parliament, or a senior public executive, and less than one year has elapsed since the date on which the person 
ceased to hold that office. I note that a similar provision can be found in other jurisdictions. In New South Wales, 
the Lobbying of Government Officials Act 2011, which was enacted after the New South Wales inquiry into the 
corruptive influences of lobbying, sets the cooling-off period at 18 months, rather than the 12 months that is 
stipulated in this bill. In Queensland, the Integrity Act, in section 70, sets the cooling-off period at two years. In 
Canada, under the Lobbying Act 2008, a five-year legislative ban is placed on senior government representatives 
who want to work as lobbyists.  

It was the view of Mr Jon Bisset, chief executive officer of the Public Relations Institute of Australia, that 
Western Australia should make its provisions banning senior government representatives consistent with the 
legislation in other Australian jurisdictions, to ensure ease of administration and compliance. I note that in terms 
of that request, this bill completely fails. Nevertheless, the Greens do support this provision in principle. A 
period of one year provides at least some distance between the projects that a relevant officeholder may have 
been working on, although it can be easily argued that for many projects, one year is very small time frame in 
terms of the continuity of some government contracts.  

I wish to note also some concerns about the inequity in the way in which this provision of the bill will operate. 
The post-separation employment provision in clause 14 will prevent a person who holds a relevant office, such 
as a senior public sector executive, from becoming registered as a third party so-called “gun for hire” under the 
act. However, there will be no restriction on these same people taking up a position in a law firm or another 
professional group where they may do exactly the same work as an in-house lobbyist. However, as in-house 
lobbyists, these people will not need to be registered, and the public will, therefore, have no knowledge of their 
interactions with government representatives. That makes a joke of this particular provision, particularly when 
all that it will do is ensure that relevant office holders are not able to become registered lobbyists within a 12-
month period after finishing their term. It seems ridiculous that these same people will be able to do pretty much 
identical work, provided they can fit themselves within one of the many, many exemptions included in clause 9.  

Mr Bisset, the CEO of PRIA, also warned that these provisions come close to a restraint of trade and may leave 
the bill, once enacted, open to legal challenge under the Trade Practices Act. In light of this, a more effective 
means of improving disclosure would be a requirement that lobbyists disclose government positions held in the 
past five years. The Greens certainly agree that requiring disclosure of government positions held would 
strengthen the legislative regulatory regime and complement the one-year post-employment separation 
provisions. But, regrettably, this clause also provides an example of the government’s unwillingness to create a 
truly effective lobbyist regulatory regime.  

Under the bill, the Public Sector Commissioner will have pretty much unbridled discretion to register a person as 
a lobbyist irrespective of the prohibition on registration. The Greens consider that this amendment completely 
undermines the prohibition on registration. The Public Sector Commissioner should not be at large in the 
creation and operation of the lobbyist regime. Consequently, the Greens will be proposing an amendment to 
clause 14 that will require a person prohibited from registration to apply to the commissioner for exemption; and 
to require the commissioner to publish exemptions, and the associated reasons. 

I turn now to the disclosure obligations that will be placed on government representatives—otherwise known as 
reverse lobbying. As a final comment, I note that in this bill perhaps we have been trying to improve 
transparency in government decision making from the wrong direction. Rather than regulate lobbyists, it might 
be more effective to place more stringent disclosure obligations on government representatives. For example, 
Jon Bisset has argued that reporting of contact and meetings should be the responsibility of the government 
representative or employee, rather than the lobbyist, as the public sector is better resourced to bear the 
administrative burden of increased reporting requirements. That is found in PRIA’s submission at pages 5 and 6.  
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This bill does not create explicit obligations or impose sanctions for government representatives in relation to 
lobbying. Instead, the second reading speech states that ministers and parliamentary secretaries, all persons 
employed, contracted or engaged by a public sector agency, and all officers who are part of the public sector, 
will be required under their applicable code of conduct to confirm that a third-party lobbyist is registered before 
allowing a communication to occur. Therefore, government representatives will continue to be regulated by their 
own codes of conduct, and only the tiny group of third-party lobbyists that is captured by this bill will be subject 
to Public Sector Commissioner lobbyist regulation. The Greens would suggest that it would be much more 
appropriate for the Public Sector Commissioner to monitor and regulate the communications between public 
sector agencies and lobbyists, rather than third-party lobbyists and members of Parliament. We would suggest 
also that imposing disclosure and reporting obligations on government representatives may also alleviate the 
financial burden that may preclude some people from interacting with government representatives.  

Alternatively, some provisions could be created that would create enforceable legislative obligations for 
government representatives. For example, the Queensland Integrity Act states that a government representative 
must not knowingly permit an entity that is not a registered lobbyist to carry out a lobbying activity for a third-
party client with a government representative. In addition, when a government representative is aware that an 
entity seeking to carry out a lobbying activity is not a registered lobbyist, that government representative must 
give the entity’s details to the Integrity Commissioner as soon as possible. The Greens believe that the inclusion 
of a similar provision and associated penalty would promote and enhance public confidence in the transparency, 
integrity and honesty of dealings with government representatives.  

In conclusion, the Greens think that the bill makes a mockery of the importance of lobbyist regulation. We think 
that the passing of this bill in its current form implies that the government has finally fulfilled its stated election 
promise to better monitor the activities of lobbyists and restore integrity to government decision making. But in 
reality this bill regulates the activities of only an extremely small portion of lobbyists—the so-called guns for 
hire. We think that the legislative framework that surrounds this is sparse at best and gives the Public Sector 
Commissioner near unfettered discretion to determine the difficult operational decisions in relation to the regime. 
In addition, the changes that the bill makes to the existing and readily acknowledged deficient existing regime 
are limited.  
Despite the Greens’ strong belief in the role of lobbying in the WA democratic system, we will not support this 
bill in its current form. We cannot support a bill that might try to give the people of WA confidence that the 
transparency and accountability standards for government decision making have been improved. We will not be 
a part of that ruse. We think that people deserve better. The bill captures so few lobbyists and subjects them to 
the weakest of sanctions or even no sanctions at all for noncompliance with the provisions of the bill. We think 
the WA public deserves so much more. We have put forward numerous amendments that we think will address a 
lot of these concerns. If the amendments were to pass, we would support the bill because it would not only 
capture all lobbyists but it would also make it much clearer what people are expected to comply with. Then the 
public could be satisfied that this Parliament has gone some way to try to address the disproportionate way in 
which lobbyist activity has been able to conduct itself in this state. We would like to see confidence restored to 
the activities of lobbyists. That can only happen if we support the amendments proposed by the Greens.  
HON NICK GOIRAN (South Metropolitan) [3.03 pm]: I wish to make a brief contribution to the Integrity 
(Lobbyists) Bill 2011. I am pleased that I am still in a position to rise, having struggled to get through the past 
hour. Nevertheless, I am here and I would like to make a brief contribution.  

In my view, lobbying is a legitimate and important part of the political process. I am sure members would agree 
that ministers and public officials all make decisions that impact on the lives and business of various members of 
the community. Naturally, those whose lives and business may be impacted seek to influence the decision-
making process. However, it is vital that we ensure that lobbying by interested parties is transparent, especially 
when commercial interests are involved.  
In 2001 I had the opportunity to attend—I think I may have attended with you, Mr Deputy President (Hon Matt 
Benson-Lidholm)—the Australian Public Sector Anti-Corruption Conference. In a paper delivered at that 
conference in Fremantle last year, Catherine Vickers from the Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet set 
out three major issues that can contribute to public cynicism about the political process. I quote from her 
presentation — 

Firstly, there is a perception that commercial corporations and organisations have an advantage over an 
individual citizen and not-for-profit bodies. This relates to the amount of money they may be able to 
bring to bear on the political and decision-making process rather than the cogency of their case. … 
Secondly, there is a concern about the ‘revolving door’ i.e. the ability for some high level people to 
move to and from roles in industry on the one hand and to ministerial or senior official roles on the 
other, or vice versa. … 
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Industry is seen as buying access through hiring these officials who may exert influence over their 
former colleagues by utilising their previous power and networks to obtain exclusive information or 
access. Thirdly, there is discomfort with the use of ‘lobbyists for hire’ and the identity of their clients or 
interests. Private advantages are promoted at the expense of public interest. This discomfort has grown 
to encompass concerns of secrecy about whom met with who about what and why—the secret deals 
behind closed doors.  

For those who are interested in reading the entirety of that presentation, “Australian Lobbying Codes of Conduct: 
Challenges for Reform”, it was delivered by Catherine Vickers at the APSAC conference in 2011. I quoted from 
page 4 and it is available on the internet.  
Members might want to ask why we need this bill. I would like to proffer that it is the case that in Western 
Australia public concern about the possibility of lobbyists having a corrupt influence was heightened with the 
revelations that emerged during the lobbyists and Smith Beach resort inquiries conducted by the Corruption and 
Crime Commission. After all, who can forget the startling revelations about the secret telephone used by former 
minister Norm Marlborough to speak with lobbyist Brian Burke, which emerged during these examinations? 
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: What was illegal? Who got charged?  
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is the member talking about the secret phone?  
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: Yes.  
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The member is probably a person who would like to participate in Get Smart, carry a 
shoe phone and that kind of thing. I think that the reasonable person, the reasonable observer, found that 
situation to be highly irregular. That is the common commentary of most people. I understand that the member 
was a good colleague of that particular individual and she may have a different point of view. The great thing is 
that in this Parliament in Western Australia we believe in freedom of speech. At the moment I have the call and I 
am entitled to make a contribution on the bill, which I note the honourable member opposite has failed to do.  
Despite the noise opposite, I want to take some time to consider what this bill achieves. On my analysis, this bill 
would build on measures already undertaken in Western Australia which require lobbyists to register and comply 
with the Contact with Lobbyists Code. The independent Public Sector Commissioner would continue to be 
responsible for maintaining the Register of Lobbyists, which would now have a statutory basis. I understand that 
the requirement to register and the ban on lobbying by unregistered persons applies to a clearly defined activity. I 
have taken note of clause 4 of the bill, which defines what is and helpfully what is not lobbying. For example, 
for the purposes of this bill, it is not lobbying to engage in a grassroots campaign of letter writing. Additionally, I 
have taken note of clause 9 of the bill, which has an extensive list of categories of persons who are not required 
to register as lobbyists. Importantly, this includes non-profit organisations who advocate for particular causes as 
well as groups representing their members. 
We also need to consider who this bill targets. It is clear to me that this bill will target professional lobbyists who 
represent third parties. I return to the dialogue of Catherine Vickers, who I referred to earlier. On page 7 she 
explains— 

The underlying premise of the limitation to third party lobbyists is that the interests of individuals and 
organisations who employ in house lobbyists or advocate for themselves are known.  

I note that this bill requires such lobbyists to be entered onto the register as “registered advocates to 
government”, with the perhaps unfortunate acronym of RAGs. Members will note that after retirement from 
Parliament we cannot become a RAG for at least 12 months. This 12-month exclusion also applies to senior 
public executives. Part 3 of the bill, for those members who have followed it in detail, gives a new statutory 
footing to the code of conduct for lobbyists.  

I want to turn to one particular element, which I trust the Leader of the House will have an opportunity to 
consider in the fullness of time when he responds to the second reading debate. It relates to success fees. Part 4 
of the bill prohibits lobbyists working on the basis of a success fee. This measure seeks to limit the potential for 
improper conduct by lobbyists in seeking to achieve a desirable outcome for their clients. We note that 
Queensland and New South Wales have each banned success fees. Clause 22 of this bill empowers the Treasurer 
to take legal action to recover the monetary equivalent of any success fee that is paid in breach of these 
provisions. I welcome some clarification as to whether this provision would also enable the Treasurer to recoup 
the cost of any such legal action. Some members may recall that I spent quite some time the other evening 
talking about the Magistrates Court (Civil Proceedings) Act and the reforms being made to it. I highlighted the 
fact that under the current provisions any claim less than $10 000 is not subject to the recovery of legal costs for 
the purpose of that court action. I inquire whether the Treasurer, if he was to try to recover these success fees in 
the Magistrates Court, would have any issues in regard to the recovery of legal costs, presuming that the success 
fee is less than $10 000.  
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As I conclude, I want to briefly compare our standards with those that occur internationally, particularly on the 
basis of the conference that the Deputy President (Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm) and I attended in November last 
year. I note that the Queensland Integrity Commissioner, David Solomon, raised concerns, that compared with 
practices in the United States of America and Canada and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development’s Principles for Transparency and Integrity in Lobbying, Australia’s approach to regulating 
lobbying is, in his view, unsatisfactory. I quote from page 15 of a paper Mr Solomon delivered in November last 
year — 

There is no evidence in the Australian systems of a coherent spectrum of strategies and mechanisms, 
including properly resourced monitoring and enforcement. Nor do the various schemes have much to 
say about the investigation of alleged breaches, let alone public reporting of confirmed breaches. And 
for the most part there is no suggestion of adopting traditional financial or administrative sanctions, 
such as debarment, and criminal prosecution as appropriate, though removal of a lobbyist from the 
register is an option in most jurisdictions and in Queensland the Integrity Commissioner can also 
suspend a lobbyist for a limited time or issue a warning. 
Measured against these principles, the Australia-wide approach to the regulation of lobbying must be 
given the “fail” mark that international researchers have suggested. Is registration of lobbyists 
sufficient? By international standards the answer has to be “no”. Even by the relatively limited aims of 
ensuring that lobbying is conducted in accordance with public expectations of transparency and 
integrity, the answer has to be the same. The schemes are too narrowly focussed on a relatively few 
professional lobbyists, they don’t provide for adequate and timely disclosure of lobbying activity, they 
ignore the lobbying of non-government legislators and they contain no real mechanisms for supervision 
or policing and very few sanctions for breaches of the various codes and laws. 

With respect to Mr Solomon, I am not persuaded that we need to expand the regulation of lobbying in the 
manner he proposes. I think there is a clear rationale for targeting third-party professional lobbyists rather than 
requiring everyone who wishes to speak to a government representative about an issue of concern to first 
register. Indeed, to do so would appear to be contrary to the implied Constitutional right to free speech on 
political matters and to the fundamental nature of our democracy. Similarly, I note that this bill defines 
“lobbying” as contact with government representatives. It does not include contact with members of Parliaments 
as such, including communicating with a person who is a minister or a parliamentary secretary, in that person’s 
capacity as a member of either house of Parliament, and not as a member of the executive government of the 
state in relation to a matter that is not within that person’s responsibility as a minister or a parliamentary 
secretary. It is pointed out on page 14 of Mr Solomon’s presentation — 

Where the Government has to rely on non-government members of a lower or upper house to pass its 
legislation those who hold “balance of power” positions are frequently targeted by lobbyists.  

He suggests that all contact between lobbyists and such MPs should be recorded and made accessible to the 
public. I agree that the influence of balance-of-power MPs and the interests they represent should be the subject 
of some scrutiny. However, I do not favour expanding the definition of lobbying to cover contacts with members 
of Parliament in their legislative non-executive capacity. After all, members of Parliament are elected to 
represent a constituency. Each of us, and each of our electors, has a fundamental right to approach us with their 
concerns and to put their views to us regarding legislation. Of course each of us is then accountable for our vote 
on legislation—ultimately to voters at the next election.  

Hon Ed Dermer: It is interesting to listen to people associated with MPs who are crossbenchers and have been 
in that critical situation in which they hold the balance of power and how relieved they often are when political 
circumstances change and they no longer have the balance of power; because they are sick to death of being 
lobbied on every issue that comes to the Parliament at the time.  

Hon NICK GOIRAN: I will take that as a comment rather than as a question.  
There is an issue with the potential for corruption with hidden third-party lobbying of executive government 
decision makers on behalf of commercial interests. However, there is no justification in my view for using a 
sledgehammer to crack this nut. This bill represents a significant step forward in dealing appropriately, and in a 
targeted manner, with this potential for corruption.  
In my concluding remarks, I note that the Premier, in concluding his second reading speech on the bill in the 
other place, said — 

This government was elected on a platform of honesty and integrity. In its term of government to date, 
the Liberal–National government has made significant progress in restoring community confidence in 
the public sector and government decision-making processes. This proposed legislative reform 
recognises the need for clearer direction for, and independent oversight of, that part of the lobbying 
industry that is retained to influence government on behalf of third parties. It will establish a high 
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standard of ethical practice within the industry and ensure the probity and accountability of interactions 
between government representatives and consultant lobbyists in accordance with public expectations of 
transparency and integrity. 

I wholeheartedly endorse those remarks. On that basis, I support the bill and commend it to the house.  
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Ken Baston. 
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